In order to cope with the uncertainty inherent in practical project management, proactive and/or reactive strategies can be used. Proactive strategies try to anticipate future disruptions by incorporating slack time or excess resource availability into the schedule, whereas reactive strategies react after a disruption happened and try to revert to a feasible schedule. Traditionally, reactive approaches have focused on obtaining a good schedule with respect to the original objective function or a schedule that deviates as little as possible from the baseline schedule. In this paper, we present various approaches, exact as well as heuristic, for optimizing the latter objective and thus encouraging schedule stability. Furthermore, in contrast to traditional rescheduling algorithms, we present a new heuristic that also takes future uncertainty into account when repairing the sched- 
source breakdowns. The results of an extensive computational experiment are given to compare the performance of the proposed strategies.
Introduction
Construction, IT and many other sectors operate in a project-based environment. Projects consist of a set of activities that are undertaken to achieve an objective conforming to specific requirements including constraints of time, cost and resources (ISO, 1990) . Because companies seldom work on only one project at a time and often subcontract activities to third parties, it is of prime importance to have a good plan at one's disposal throughout project execution in order to coordinate the activities of the involved parties. This baseline schedule specifies the starting time of each activity and indicates which resources will be required at what time. It thus enables the project manager to coordinate resources over several projects, to make agreements with subcontractors, to evaluate performance, to quote reliable milestone completion times to the client and to provide an overview of future activities to internal and external parties (Aytug et al., 2005) .
Traditional scheduling methods have only focussed on deterministic environments in which all information is given in advance and is not subject to change. However, this will seldom be the case in practice. Delays may be caused by bad weather conditions, resource failures, absenteeism, activity duration increases, etc. In case the project does not share resources with other projects, is executed without resorting to third parties and proprietary resources are insensitive to schedule changes, these disruptions will only have an impact on the total project duration. This situation is unfortunately all but realistic. In practice, starting activities later than planned will often translate into higher work-in-process inventory costs, penalties for occupying resources longer than required, penalties for having subcontractors start later than originally agreed, etc.
On the other hand, starting them earlier than originally envisaged is also not always without costs. One example is the use of large prefabricated construction elements on a building site. Having the subcontractor deliver those elements earlier than needed will increase inventory costs such as the rental of additional storage space. Another example is the hard to estimate cost that results from schedule nervousness because employees will be unprepared to execute the task at an earlier time than originally planned.
In general, those types of deviation costs can be aggregated into a weighted instability performance criterion. This objective measures project nervousness as the sum of the weighted deviations between the original baseline schedule S 0 that is constructed before project execution starts and the expected actually realized schedule E(S). The starting times of the activities in S will depend on the originally planned starting times as described by S 0 , on the disturbances encountered throughout project execution and on the reactive strategy that is used to restore feasibility, when for example resource breakdowns occur. The weights in this objective function reflect each activity's flexibility. The flexibility of an activity represents the cost to execute that activity at an earlier or later point in time than was planned in the baseline schedule. For example, activities that are executed by resources that are expensive to rent or by subcontractors, will usually have a higher instability weight than activities executed by standard, company-owned resources. The instability weight of the dummy end activity represents the importance of meeting the project due date. Because meeting this due date is usually deemed more important than starting each activity at the planned starting time, the instability weight of the dummy end activity is often far higher than the instability weights of the other activities.
We propose the use of predictive-reactive approaches for solving the problem of resource-constrained project scheduling with the aim of minimizing schedule nervousness due to unexpected resource breakdowns. Predictive approaches indicate how to build a preschedule that meets the temporal relations between activities and respects the resource availabilities as well as the due date set by the project's client. Furthermore, these predictive approaches can try to avoid the occurrence of disruptions during project execution by building in some form of protection turning them into proactive approaches. Unfortunately, in practice it will not be possible to protect the project in such a way that breakdowns can never occur (Davenport and Beck, 2002) because of the prohibitive cost that would result from such an extensive protection. This implies that reactive strategies will always be needed in order to indicate how to revert to a feasible schedule that respects the new constraints created by the disruption and that does not deviate too much from the baseline schedule S 0 . Proactivereactive project scheduling thus implies a combination of a proactive strategy for generating a protected baseline schedule and a reactive strategy to resolve the schedule infeasibilities caused by the disturbances that occur during schedule execution.
In this paper, we focus exclusively on the reactive strategy. Vieira et al. (2003) introduced a framework for rescheduling manufacturing systems that can also be applied to project scheduling. The first dimension is the rescheduling environment, identifying the set of jobs that are to be scheduled. The authors make a distinction between static and dynamic environments. Here, we assume that the set of activities is known in advance, limiting our scope to the static environment. The second dimension is the rescheduling strategy. It determines whether or not a preschedule is generated. Above, we gave a number of reasons why the use of a preschedule is often preferable in practice. We chose to only focus on scheduling with a baseline schedule. The third dimension, the rescheduling policy, specifies when to reschedule. Vieira et al. (2003) mention two extremes: periodic rescheduling and event-driven rescheduling. Periodic rescheduling only reschedules after a certain time period whereas event-driven rescheduling reschedules whenever a given event (such as a machine failure) occurs. Because the latter approach often gives rise to an excessive amount of rescheduling passes, a combination is often used in practice. Hybrid rescheduling reschedules the system periodically and also when major events occur. Our problem forces us to reschedule whenever an infeasibility occurs. However, a hybrid approach will be introduced that uses different rescheduling strategies depending on the severity of the disruption. Finally, rescheduling methods tell us how a schedule can be generated or repaired. The proposed repair strategies are right-shift rescheduling, partial rescheduling and complete regeneration. Right-shift rescheduling postpones each non-finished job by the amount of time needed to solve the conflict and as such restores schedule feasibility. Partial rescheduling only considers the affected jobs and total rescheduling calculates a totally new schedule.
In the next section, we give an overview of research covering rescheduling in machine and project scheduling environments. The problem we want to solve is formally stated in the third section. In the fourth section, the experimental setup that is used to compare the algorithms is described. A number of exact as well as sub-optimal algorithms to solve the rescheduling problem are introduced in section 6. This set of algorithms is extended in section 7 with procedures for incorporating proactivity when repairing a schedule.
Literature overview
The rescheduling problem has been extensively studied in a machine scheduling environment. For project scheduling on the other hand, this subject is virtually void. Wu et al. (1993) introduce heuristics for rescheduling on a single machine after a machine breakdown with the simultaneous objectives of efficiency (i.e. minimizing the makespan) and stability (i.e. minimizing the deviation from the baseline schedule measured in terms of job starting times and job sequence). To solve this bi-criterion problem, local search heuristics are used. These heuristics start with the optimal solution for the minimal makespan problem (using the procedure described in Carlier (1982) ) and the minimal deviation schedule (being the right-shift schedule for the sequence deviation criterion and the schedule minimizing the sum of absolute lateness for the starting time deviation criterion). The heuristics generate a set of non-dominated schedules using adjacent or general interchanges.
Abumaizar and Svestka (1997) compare a number of reactive strategies for rescheduling a job shop subject to machine breakdowns. In 'right-shift rescheduling' the current schedule is shifted to the right by the duration of the repair. In 'total rescheduling' the initial schedule is disregarded and the only focus is on the efficiency measure (in their case minimizing the makespan). Finally, 'affected operations rescheduling' means that only operations that are directly or indirectly influenced by the disruption are rescheduled in order to minimize both the increase in makespan and the deviation from the initial schedule by minimizing the starting time deviation and reducing the sequence deviation to zero. The authors conclude that 'affected operations rescheduling' outperforms 'right-shift rescheduling' for the efficiency criterium but does not perform significantly better than 'total rescheduling'. For starting time deviation however, 'affected operations rescheduling' strongly outperforms the other strategies. Qi et al. (2006) consider rescheduling for machine planning subject to deviation costs between the original and the planned schedule. Only cases in which the shortest processing time (SPT) rule is optimal for the original problem are considered. Machine breakdowns as well as job duration changes are allowed. The new schedule is evaluated using the original objective function as well as the deviation cost from the original schedule. The authors distinguish between postdisruption management and predictive disruption management. In the first case the disruption was not foreseen and one has to react after it happened. In the second case one knows in advance which job or machine will be disrupted and can consequently accommodate the disruption. Optimal policies are presented for the single machine and parallel machine problems. The authors conclude that rescheduling problems corresponding to a rather easy original problem (e.g. a problem for which the SPT rule turns out to be optimal) are not too difficult to solve. However, they are not able to predict what would happen if the original problem were NP-hard.
Approaches for project scheduling subject to general disruptions were developed by Yu and Qi (2004) and Wang (2004) . Yu and Qi (2004) introduce a disruption management approach for repairing disrupted project schedules for a resource-constrained project scheduling problem with multiple possible execution modes per activity. Their objective is to minimize the cost of the new schedule as well as the deviation from the baseline schedule. The authors consider project network, activity, resource and milestone disruptions. Schedule feasibility can be restored by changing the execution mode of an activity, rescheduling an activity or temporarily increasing the resource availability. The objective function is a weighted combination of the performance of the new schedule, the costs of changing execution modes, the costs of additional resource availability as well as earliness and tardiness penalties. A hybrid mixed integer programming/constraint propagation approach is used to solve the rescheduling problem formulated as an ILP. Wang (2004) , on the other hand, considers the project rescheduling problem as a dynamic constraint satisfaction problem. Unexpected events such as shifts of activity starting times, changes in activity durations, resource breakdowns and additions or removals of temporal constraints during project execution are modeled as additions or deletions of constraints. Resource constraints are regarded as soft constraints that can be violated at a cost, whereas the due date constraint is a hard constraint (and the due date thus becomes a deadline). In order to repair the schedule, a metaheuristic is presented for generating a feasible schedule that minimizes the weighted resource constraint violation.
Finally, Van de Vonder et al. (2006a) introduce several heuristic approaches for rescheduling a project subject to activity duration disruptions in order to minimize weighted instability. Four reactive approaches are introduced. First of all, simple priority rules are used in conjunction with a schedule generation scheme. The second approach is to fix resource allocations in advance, effectively eliminating the need to consider resources during schedule execution and reducing the problem to a resource-unconstrained project rescheduling prob-lem that is solved by right-shifting the affected activities such that a feasible schedule is generated. A third procedure is a sampling approach that considers several alternative solutions (obtained by combining various priority lists with various schedule generation schemes) at each decision time and selects the best amongst those. Time window sampling is a modification of this sampling approach that focuses on the activities planned to start within a certain time window from the rescheduling point in order not to adhere too much importance to activities for which a great deal of uncertainty remains regarding their actual starting times. Finally, a heuristic procedure for solving the resourceconstrained project scheduling problem with weighted earliness and tardiness penalties (RCPSP-WET or m, 1|cpm|early/tardy in the notation of Herroelen et al. (2000) ) is used for fully rescheduling the project. The results of a computational experiment show that among the priority rule-based procedures, a priority list in which activities are ordered according to non-decreasing earliest baseline starting times performs best. Fixing resource allocations greatly speeds up the rescheduling process at the expense of a substantially worse instability cost. Unsurprisingly, both sampling approaches outperform simple priority list based policies. The best performing approach was the one based on the RCPSP-WET heuristic.
Problem statement
The objective of the proactive-reactive project scheduling problem is to minimize schedule nervousness while meeting precedence, resource and due date constraints. This objective is measured by the sum of the weighted deviations between the original baseline schedule S 0 that is constructed before project execution starts and the expected actually realized schedule E(S):
where s 0 i denotes the planned starting time of activity i in the baseline schedule S 0 , E() denotes the expectation operator, s i denotes the actually realized starting time of activity i during project execution and the activity weight w i denotes the per unit starting time disruption cost for activity i.
In section 1 we already stated that the real starting times S are stochastic variables that depend on the originally planned starting times as described by S 0 , on the disturbances encountered during project execution and on the reactive strategy that is used to restore feasibility. We will now briefly cover these three factors. In this paper we will not focus on the construction of the baseline schedule S 0 but assume this is given. For an overview of approaches for determining baseline schedules for various variations of the project scheduling problem in a deterministic setting we would like to refer the interested reader to Brucker et al. (1999) , Herroelen et al. (1998) and Demeulemeester and Herroelen (2002) . The stochastic setting, on the other hand, is extensively covered by Leus (2003) , Leus and Herroelen (2004) , Van de Vonder et al. (2005) and Van de Vonder et al. (2006b) for the case of uncertain activity durations and by Lambrechts et al. (2007a) and Lambrechts et al. (2007b) if the resources are subject to unexpected breakdowns. This baseline schedule is represented by means of a vector of activity starting times S 0 = (s 0 1 , s 0 2 , ..., s 0 n ) and has to satisfy the precedence constraints, the resource constraints and the due date constraint. The precedence constraints represent temporal relations between the activities constituting the project. We assume zero-lag finish-start precedence relations, implying that if activity j is a direct successor of activity i (j ∈ SU CC i ) then j can only start after activity i, with a duration equal to d i , is completed, or formally:
with A the set of arcs representing the precedence relations and N the set of nodes representing the activities in the commonly used graph-based activityon-the-node representation of a project network (G = (N, A)). We assume R different renewable resource types with a per-period availability of a k . The resource constraints then imply that for each time period t and for each resource type k the cumulative resource requirements of the activities that are in progress during period t (i ∈ S t ) cannot exceed these availabilities or:
Finally, the due date constraint states that the project has to end before time δ:
with n the dummy end activity (and 1 correspondingly the dummy start activity) having a duration and resource use equal to 0. The second determinant of S is the disturbance scenario. We consider the case of unexpected resource disruptions. Each of the R resource types is modeled as a set of a k resource units that are each subject to breakdowns. In case one of these resource units breaks down, it may well be possible that the project schedule is rendered infeasible because one or more resource constraints are violated. This means that the resource availability of each resource type k during each period t is actually a stochastic variable a kt a k .
In case an infeasibility occurs due to a resource breakdown, schedule feasibility needs to be restored by postponing one or more of the offending activities in progress on the resource type causing the infeasibility during the period the disruption occurs. This brings us to the final factor determining S. Postponing this activity or these activities will of course also have an impact on the remainder of the project and therefore all the affected activities will potentially have to be rescheduled in order to obtain a new schedule that respects all constraints. Our global objective is to minimize schedule instability. In case the encountered disruption is the last disruption until project completion, the optimal policy will be to create a feasible schedule for which the weighted deviation from the preschedule is as small as possible. We call this case problem P 1 and will extensively study it in section 6. However, in practice, we will usually continue facing resource breakdowns. Analytically determining the impact of a rescheduling decision on the future expected project stability is computationally too demanding. An alternative would be simulation. In practice, however, this will be impractical due to the large number of rescheduling decisions that needs to be taken throughout schedule execution. Therefore, we present a biobjective approach in section 7 that tries to generate a schedule that is feasible, does not deviate too much from the original baseline schedule and is well protected against the occurrence of future disruptions measured by means of a surrogate robustness metric. This problem is then called P 2.
Before moving on to the actual solution procedures for P 1 and P 2, we will formally describe both problems.
First, however, we need to define the relationship between time points and time periods. The need for this distinction stems from the fact that an activity starts and ends at a specific point in time whereas a resource is available or unavailable during a certain time period. In project scheduling literature it is usually assumed that the project starts at time point 0. A number of integer time points are then specified over the project time horizon. In this paper, we denote the time period between the starting time of the project (t = 0) and the first such time point (t = 1) as time period 0. This means that if an activity starts at time t and has a duration of d time units, it is assumed to start execution at the beginning of time period t and to finish at the end of time period
n be the current schedule for the time period t * in which the infeasibility occurs. The set C includes the activities that were finished by the beginning of this time period (C = {i ∈ N : s
is the set N C = N \C. In period t * we know the realizations of a kt up to the current period, since for P 1 the current disruption is assumed to be the last, the future resource availabilities are known and equal to the availability a k in case no information is assumed to be given regarding the potential duration of a breakdown (this assumption will be dropped in the computational experiment of section 7). The real resource availability vector a kt can then be written as: a kt = a kt for t t * and a kt = a k for t > t * . Our objective is to find a new, repaired schedule S t * that satisfies the adapted resource constraints and is as close as possible to the baseline schedule S 0 .
Problem P 1 can then be written as:
Problem P 2 is an extension of problem P 1. The main difference is that the objective function now tries to minimize the deviations between the expected realized schedule and the baseline schedule instead of the repaired schedule and the baseline schedule. Therefore, the procedures considered in section 7 simultaneously try to minimize the deviation from the baseline schedule caused by the repair action and to maximize the robustness of the repaired schedule. Furthermore, a kt becomes a kt for t > t * instead of a k . Uniformly from [1, 5] 4 Experimental setup
In the following two sections, the reactive approaches for P 1 and P 2 will be presented together with computational results from an experiment we set-up in order to be able to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of each approach. For each instance, a baseline schedule is generated according to a certain proactive strategy. This baseline schedule is then executed until a resource disruption occurs or until the project finishes. Each time a resource breakdown causes an infeasibility, this infeasibility is resolved by means of a reactive strategy. Note that we assume that whenever an activity is preempted in order to solve a conflict, it needs to be restarted from scratch (preempt-repeat assumption) and that activities can never start before their baseline starting time:
(railroad scheduling assumption) unless the opposite is indicated. We used the test instances contained in the well-known PSPLIB set of project network instances (Kolisch and Sprecher, 1997) . Because of the demanding computation time of the exact reactive procedure, we restricted our research to the 480 30-activity networks of PSPLIB. However, there is no reason to believe the same results do not hold for 60, 90 and 120 activity networks. Furthermore, in more computationally demanding cases suboptimal approaches may be used instead of exact ones (see e.g. Van de Vonder et al. (2006a) ).
The parameter settings used to generate the instances are shown in Table 1 , with s min n the minimal makespan for the deterministic problem, i.e. the optimal solution of the resource-constrained project scheduling problem.
We combined three proactive baseline scheduling procedures (described in section 5) with the exact and suboptimal procedures described in sections 6 and 7. Each combination of a proactive policy and a reactive policy was tested using 10 replications for each problem instance, each having different mean times to failure (M T T F k ) and mean times to repair (M T T R k ). The distribution of these parameters is shown in Table 1 . These values then unambiguously define the breakdown and repair process for each resource unit if we assume that repair times and times to breakdown are exponentially distributed (the rationale for this assumption is given in Lambrechts et al. (2007a) ). Finally, the project due date is derived from the minimal makespan schedule. In a static and deterministic environment, the lower bound on the makespan corresponds to the makespan of the schedule obtained when optimally solving the RCPSP. It seems reasonable to assume that the project manager will prefer a makespan that does not deviate too much from this lower bound. Therefore, we set the due date of the robust schedule 30% above the minimal makespan of the project.
Proactive baseline scheduling procedures
In this section we give a short overview of the various proactive strategies we used for generating a baseline schedule. A more extensive treatment can be found in Lambrechts et al. (2007a) . In our proactive baseline generation process three choices need to be made.
First of all, one has to decide whether to start from a minimal makespan schedule that is short but usually also very dense and therefore prone to disruption or, alternatively, from a schedule in which activities with a high impact on total project instability are scheduled as early as possible in time ('highest cumulative instability weight (CIW) first' ) in order to decrease the probability that these activities get disrupted due to the disruption of an activity earlier in the schedule.
Secondly, it has to be decided whether to apply resource buffering to this initial schedule. Resource buffering boils down to planning the project using a resource availability that is lower than the actual resource availability a k . Since we assume that uncertainty is modeled by means of resources that are subject to random breakdowns, using less resources per time unit than the maximal availability can prevent the negative impact of these breakdowns.
Finally, time buffering can be added. This implies that we explicitly insert idle time into the schedule based on the estimated size and impact of activity disturbances on the objective function. In the end, this gives us a total of 2
Reactive procedures
In this section we present a number of procedures for optimally or sub-optimally solving problem P 1. Recall that the aim of P 1 is simply to restore schedule feasibility while minimizing the weighted sum of deviations between the new, repaired schedule S t * and the initial, baseline schedule S 0 . We first introduce an exact algorithm that reduces the problem to the resource-constrained project scheduling problem with weighted earliness-tardiness penalty costs (RCPSP-WET). Because this approach is computationally very intensive, we also introduce a number of priority list-based heuristic procedures that yield an acceptable solution with minimal computational effort. Finally, a strategy is introduced combining optimal and suboptimal procedures in order to yield good solutions within an acceptable time frame. We introduce the example network in Figure 1 to illustrate the various strategies we present in this paper. This graph represents a project consisting of 10 activities. Above each activity node, we indicate its planned duration, its resource requirement of a single renewable resource type with a deterministic per period availability of 8 units (each subject to breakdowns) and its instability weight. Note that activities 1 and 10 are dummy activities with a duration and a resource usage of 0. Activity 1 indicates the start of the project, whereas activity 10 signals the end. The instability weight for activity 10 is much larger than the other instability weights in order to reflect the fact that in practice meeting the project due date is often deemed more important than meeting planned activity starting times. In this example we assume a project due date of 18. The baseline starting time of the dummy start activity is then set to the release date of the project (time period 0), whereas the dummy end activity is assumed to end at the project due date. Note that for ease of notation and illustration only one resource type is considered, but the examples as well as the algorithms presented in this paper are easily extensible to and will be tested for the multi-resource case. 
Exact solution procedure
To gain a better understanding of the problem and to be able to quantify the performance gap for the heuristic procedures that we will present in the following subsections, we will now introduce an exact approach for solving the rescheduling problem P 1.
At first sight, there are quite some resemblances with the well known RCPSP-WET problem. The RCPSP-WET is an extension of the traditional RCPSP (Demeulemeester and Herroelen, 2002) . Activities have individual due dates with associated earliness and tardiness penalty costs. Instead of the usual objective of makespan minimization, we now want to find a schedule for which the weighted penalty cost is minimal. Earliness (e i ) and tardiness (t i ) costs are assumed to be linearly related to the number of time units an activity is completed respectively before or after its due date (dd i ).
The main difference between our approach and the RCPSP-WET is that in our approach some activities have fixed starting times (i.e. the activities in C and the activities that are in progress during period t * but that are not preempted) and the addition of the non-retroactivity constraint ( Van de Vonder et al., 2006a) . This constraint prevents that activities are scheduled in the past. Consider for example activity i which was supposed to start at s 0 i but was preempted a number of times. In case we do not add any additional restrictions on the starting time of i, it could possibly be scheduled at s
An example is shown in Figure 2 . The horizontal axis represents time, whereas the vertical one represents resource usage. Two unrelated activities, activity 1 and activity 2 are executed in parallel. The first activity has a duration of 5 and a resource usage of 3, the second activity has a duration of 4 and a resource usage of 1. Their respective instability weights are 10 and 1.
The baseline schedule is depicted in the top left chart. Both activities are scheduled to start at the beginning of the time period 0. However, as is shown in the second chart, a resource breakdown of one unit occurs during this period forcing the preemption of activity 2 (since this results in the lowest total instability cost) and postponing activity 2 until period 1. A similar situation occurs in periods 1, 2 and 3. In each time period activity 2 is preempted and has to be repeated from scratch. In period 4 however, two units break down. This means that postponing activity 2 is not sufficient for solving the conflict and that we will postpone activity 1. In case no additional constraint is imposed on the starting time of activity 2, this activity will be scheduled again in time period 0. Clearly, this is not possible in practice as one cannot schedule activities in the past. Therefore, we solve a reduced problem when faced with problem P 1, which only includes the non-completed activities and which starts at time point t * . Because of this starting time, no activity can be scheduled earlier than the period during which the disruption occurs, meaning that the non-retroactivity constraint will be satisfied. When solving P 1 we need to solve a number of RCPSP-WET instances, namely one for each preemption alternative. A preemption alternative is defined as a subset P of the set of activities in progress during period t * (P ⊂ S t * ) so that the cumulative resource requirements of the non-preempted activities (i ∈ S t * \P) do not exceed the real availabilities a kt * in period t * . We only need to consider minimal preemption alternatives, i.e. preemption alternatives for which it is impossible to remove a single activity from the subset and still retain a preemption alternative satisfying the adapted resource constraints. It can easily be shown that non-minimal preemption alternatives can never lead to a better solution value because instability weights are assumed to be nonnegative. A full enumeration scheme is used to determine the set of all minimal preemption alternatives Ψ as can be seen in line 5 of Algorithm 1. In our algorithm, S t * best represents the best repaired schedule over all preemption alternatives and I(S t * best ) the corresponding objective function value. When solving problem P 1, |Ψ| reduced RCPSP-WET instances will be solved. Each of those reduced instances considers a scheduling problem from the time of disruption onwards. Therefore, the completed activities (i ∈ C) are removed from the network (line 9-11). For activities that were busy at t * but that are not preempted (i ∈ S t * \P), no scheduling decision needs to be made as non-preemption implies that s
i . However, in order to correctly incorporate the constraints this decision imposes on the rest of the problem, we need to represent this in the network. The activities representing the non-preemption decisions have a modified duration that is obtained by subtracting the executed part of their duration from their original durations. Furthermore, these activities are supposed to start at time 0 with an earliness cost and a tardiness cost set to infinity and a due date set to the time corresponding to their original finishing time s t * i +d i −t * (line 14-18). This means that we only need to consider busy but preempted as well as not-yet-started activities for rescheduling. Both types will incur tardiness penalty costs that are derived from their corresponding instability weights. In case the railroad scheduling assumption is imposed, all earliness costs will be set equal to infinity. If not, the instability weight is used. The activity due dates are derived from the baseline schedule (dd i = s
set to 0 if dd i would become negative otherwise (line 20-22). Arcs are removed as needed and inserted between the dummy start activity and those activities that have no predecessors any longer because of activity removal for generating the reduced network. Finally, a dummy activity x is included that represents the reduced resource availability due to the breakdown causing the infeasibility. This activity has a resource usage equal to the number of broken down resource units, a duration equal to the duration of the resource disruption (which we assume to be 1 for the moment as indicated above) and its starting time is fixed Algorithm 1 Exact algorithm for P1 1: t * := time period for which ∃k :
i∈S t * \P r ik a kt * AND j ∈ P : i∈S t * \{P\{j}} r ik a kt * } 6: while Ψ = ∅ do 7:
pick P from Ψ and Ψ := Ψ\P for i ∈ N \{1, n} do
14:
if i ∈ S t * \P then 15: dd n := max(0, s 0 n − t * ), e n := ∞, t n := w n 24:
add dummy activity x to N : d x := duration breakdown, r xk := a k − a kt *
25:
A := A ∪ {(1, x), (x, n)} 26:
solve RCPSP-WET yielding schedule S W ET
28:
for i := 1 to n do 29: at time 0 in a similar way to that of the busy but non-preempted activities (line 24-26). We will illustrate this approach on the disrupted schedule for our example network that is shown in Figure 3 . The schedule is disrupted because of the one-period breakdown of 3 resource units in period t * = 8 resulting in a violation of the resource constraints: i∈S8 r i = 8 > a 8 = 5. The preemption alternatives are then: (3), (6), (3, 6), (3, 7), (6, 7) and (3, 6, 7), of which clearly only (3) and (6) are minimal. Let us consider the reduced network corresponding to preemption alternative (3) shown in Figure 4 . Above each activity we indicate its parameters as follows: In order to optimally solve the RCPSP-WET, the exact branch-and-bound algorithm by Vanhoucke et al. (2001) is used. This solution procedure computes lower bounds using an exact recursive search algorithm for the resourceconstrained project scheduling problem with weighted earliness and tardiness penalties. Resource conflicts are resolved by adding extra precedence relations based on the concept of minimal delaying alternatives (Demeulemeester and Herroelen (1992) and Demeulemeester and Herroelen (1997) ).
For our example, the results of optimally solving the reduced network instances corresponding to both minimal preemption alternatives are shown in Figure 5 . The top schedule corresponds to preemption alternative (3) and has an objective function value equal to 264, whereas the bottom schedule corresponds to alternative (6) and performs far better with an objective function equal to 18. Note that it is possible that this procedure requires a prohibitively long computation time. In that case the branch-and-bound approach is truncated by terminating it after a chosen period of time, yielding the best solution that was found so far. Results from Vanhoucke et al. (2001) show that for their test setting all problems with 10 activities could be solved to optimality within 1 second of CPU time on a Pentium III, 800 Mhz processor. This was the case for 91% of the 20 activity-problems and for 85.9% of the 30 activity-problems. Because the project parameters are quite comparable with those of our problem setting, because we use a faster machine and because in our setting usually only a reduced problem (i ∈ N C) needs to be tackled, we chose to terminate the procedure after 0.5, 1 or 2 seconds of CPU time. The results are shown in Table 2 . For each proactive policy type we show the average weighted instability objective function value taken over all repetitions over all project network instances for the three different cut-off time values. The average objective function value per reactive strategy over all proactive policies is indicated in italics at the end of each row.
Note that for each combination of a proactive policy, a project network instance and a disruption scenario, the RCPSP-WET procedure is invoked a number of times (once for each preemption alternative at each disruption time). The procedure to solve P 1 is thus used as a myopic procedure that tries to restore feasibility with minimal deviation from the original schedule, while ig- noring the potential occurrence of future disruptions. This means that it is only optimal as long as no more disruptions occur, but might well be suboptimal in case this assumption is dropped. How well it performs compared with a reactive procedure that tries to protect against future disruptions will be shown in section 7. As expected, the procedure performs better, the longer it is allowed to run before being truncated. However, the difference between 0.5 s and 1 s is more pronounced than the one between 1 s and 2 s. In Table 3 we show the fraction of the number of times that the branch-and-bound approach for solving RCPSP-WET was invoked and that it actually found the optimal solution within the allotted time. From both tables we can conclude that truncating the procedure after 1 second seems reasonable.
Furthermore, in Table 4 the results are shown for the exact procedure truncated after 1 second with and without the railroad scheduling assumption.
Perhaps surprisingly, dropping the railroad scheduling assumption actually yields worse results in some cases. The reason might be that although a better solution can be found for problem P 1, this does not necessarily hold when considering iterative rescheduling along the project horizon because built-in protection is partially lost by scheduling activities earlier than originally planned. Nevertheless, for three proactive strategies (of which two are actually the best performing ones overall) allowing activities to be scheduled earlier than their 
Heuristic procedures
Clearly, optimally solving problem P 1 will not always be feasible in practice. The computational requirements of the exact branch-and-bound approach render it unsuitable for large project networks. In order to overcome this problem, we present a number of fast solution procedures that are able to generate a repaired schedule with a reasonable instability cost in a short amount of time.
List scheduling
Inspired by the promising results of the use of priority lists in machine and project scheduling, we propose to use a simple reactive strategy relying on list scheduling. First of all, a random precedence feasible priority list is included for benchmarking purposes. However, we expect far better results from a scheduled order list that allows us to reschedule the activities in the order dictated by the baseline schedule (the lowest activity number being the tie-breaker), while taking into account the new, reduced resource availabilities. More specifically, when a disruption occurs in period t * , we create a priority list L including the activities that are not yet completed at t * (i ∈ N C), ordered in non-decreasing order of their baseline starting times s 0 i . This priority list is then decoded into a feasible schedule S t * using a modified serial schedule generation scheme that takes the known resource availabilities a kt up to the current time period t * into account. The modification of the serial schedule generation scheme has to do with the case where the current activity taken from the list is in progress but not yet completed when the infeasibility occurs. This activity can be left unchanged, or it can be interrupted and repeated (recall that we assumed a preempt-repeat setting). The pseudocode for this procedure is given in Algorithm 2. The new activity starting times are denoted as s t * i and the set of direct predecessors of activity i as P RED i . Note that in Algorithm 2 it is required that the list L is precedence feasible. This means that an activity is never allowed to be included in L in front of one of its predecessors. This condition will automatically be satisfied for the scheduled order list because precedence feasibility of a schedule implies precedence feasibility of the corresponding starting time based ordering of the activities. 
while ∃k, t :
Activities selected from the list are scheduled as early as possible. For activities that are in execution during the time of disruption t * , this means that the procedure first tries the current scheduled starting time s t * i . If this turns out to be infeasible, the procedure searches for feasibility by starting the activity in the next time period (t * +1) and subsequent time periods if necessary. For activities that did not start yet, it is only necessary to consider the earliest precedence feasible starting time (or the current time period t * if the latter turns out to be larger). Note that, as we stated before, we never allow an activity to start before its baseline starting time s 0 i .
Tabu search based improvement heuristic
The scheduled order list approach is able to very quickly generate feasible solutions with a reasonable quality. However, solutions may be improved by superimposing a tabu search based improvement heuristic (Glover and Laguna, 1993) on the priority list rule. This procedure will try to improve the starting solution by iteratively executing the best precedence feasible interchange of two activities in the priority list that does not lead to a state included in the tabu list. The objective is to find a precedence feasible ordering of activities corresponding to a feasible schedule that deviates as little as possible from the baseline schedule S 0 . The advantage of tabu search is that by using a tabu list (a list of moves or states that are forbidden for a number of iterations) the procedure can also choose non-improving moves so that it avoids getting stuck in local optima like traditional local search approaches. The procedure is explained in Algorithm 3. Our implementation considers a maximum number of iterations (M AXIT ER) that has to be executed before the procedure ends and includes a frequency based penalty function to further prevent cycling. The length of the tabu list is set to |L|. The best solution that is found so far is stored in L best and the corresponding schedule S t * best has an objective function value equal to I(S t * best ). I temp then is the objective function value of the best (adjacent) interchange found so far in the current iteration. The frequency based penalties are stored per pair (i, s i ) in the variables F i,si . Likewise, the tabu status is stored in the variables T i,si . Observe that an aspiration criterion is included: in case a tabu solution L has an objective function that outperforms the best solution value that was found so far (I(S t * ) < I(S t * best )), then the tabu status will be overridden and the solution will be stored anyway.
Results
If we apply the scheduled order procedure to the disrupted schedule that was shown in Figure 3 , we obtain the priority list L = (3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) . Feeding this priority list into the modified serial schedule generation scheme yields the same schedule as the one obtained when using the exact procedure, shown as the bottom schedule of Figure 5 . Algorithm 3 Tabu search based reactive procedure 1: t * := time period for which ∃k : for i := 1 to |L| − 1 do 8:
if feasible swap then 10:
exchange L (i) and L (j)
11:
generate S t * by applying the modified SSGS to L 12:
store i → i * , j → j * 15:
exchange L (i) and L (j) 17:
generate S t * by applying the modified SSGS to L
21:
if I(S t * ) < I(S t * best ) then iter := iter + 1 24: generate S t * by applying the modified SSGS to L The results of the procedures based on a random priority list, a scheduled order priority list and a scheduled order priority list that is improved by means of tabu search are shown in Table 6 . For the tabu search procedure a distinction is made between the results obtained when the procedure is terminated after 50, 100 or 200 iterations and whether only adjacent interchanges or all interchanges are considered. The corresponding computation times per procedure call are shown in Table 7 .
Basic list scheduling policies are very fast. All strategies perform significantly better than the random list strategy. It can be observed that scheduled order list scheduling performs quite well given the time necessary to execute the algorithm. However, even when only allowing for adjacent interchanges and 50 iterations, tabu search outperforms random as well as scheduled order list scheduling. These results can even be improved by allowing for general interchanges and more iterations. Surprisingly, when allowing for 200 iterations, the tabu search procedure even sometimes outperforms the exact approach. The reason for this is twofold. First of all, the exact approach is truncated for some instances, potentially leading to a far worse solution than the one that could be found by tabu search in a comparable timespan. Secondly, optimally solving problem P 1 is no guarantee for obtaining the lowest instability value after a number of iterative rescheduling passes for the same project because of multiple disruptions.
It is interesting to evaluate the performance impact of dropping the railroad scheduling assumption. We modify the adapted serial schedule generation scheme in such a way that it tries to schedule each activity in L as close as possible to its baseline starting time (see also Van de Vonder et al. (2006a) ). The difference with the procedure described in Algorithm 2 resides in the scheduling of the activity in case the starting time obtained in lines 8-9 is not feasible. In this case, the approach we use here will first try to schedule the activity one time period earlier if feasible, if this also turns out to infeasible, one period later will be tried. The procedure continues to iteratively try to schedule the activity respectively x = 1, 2, 3, 4, ... periods earlier or later than its baseline scheduling time until a feasible solution is found. The results are shown in Table 8 . We observe that the results hardly change. A slight improvement is obtained for most cases at the expense of a slightly larger computation time for the tabu search procedure (0.091 s versus 0.078 s).
Hybrid procedure
In the previous two sections we presented computationally intensive but exact solution procedures as well as fast but heuristic algorithms for solving problem P 1. In practice, a project manager will spend less time and effort on small disruptions than on disturbances having a major impact on project stability. Therefore, we present a new approach combining elements from both the ex- act and the heuristic solution procedures. Whenever an infeasibility occurs, a repaired schedule is quickly generated using the 'scheduled order' list-based heuristic. The weighted instability cost I(S t * ) of this new, repaired schedule S t * is then compared with the instability cost of the previous, but now infeasible schedule S t * . In case
> ε, we repair the schedule using the exact branch-and-bound procedure described in section 6.1. If not, S t * is retained. The parameter ε is a user-defined cutoff percentage used to determine when a simple heuristic suffices and when an exact approach is required. The pseudocode for this procedure is shown in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Hybrid reactive procedure 1: t * := time period for which ∃k : determine S using the exact RCPSP-WET procedure It can be expected that this solution procedure is able to yield good results in terms of stability and this within acceptable computation times. This hypothesis is tested by means of a computational experiment. We consider the following values for ε: 10%, 25%, 50%, 100%, 200%, we terminate the exact procedure after 1 s and use the settings described in section 4. The results of the computational experiment are given in Table 9 , the computation times are shown in Table 10 .
As expected, the results lie between those of optimal rescheduling and those of the scheduled order priority list. With only a small increase in required computation time, the procedure is able to yield significantly better results than the simple list scheduling heuristic. However, tabu search based improvement of the scheduled order heuristic still seems to be the most attractive option.
Rescheduling for stability and robustness
The approaches we studied up to now for P 1 were myopic strategies insofar that they try to optimize the global objective of weighted deviation between the baseline schedule and the finally realized schedule by locally minimizing the difference between the baseline schedule and the repaired schedule. However, minimizing the weighted deviation between the rescheduled and the planned activity starting times is no guarantee for optimizing the global objective. It seems naive to assume that schedule uncertainty ceases to exist after schedule feasibility has been restored. Resources remain subject to breakdowns, rework is still an issue and unexpected activity duration increases may still occur. Therefore, it is worthwhile to develop a rescheduling approach that does not only look backwards in time but also adequately tries to protect the schedule from disruptions that might still occur at some future point in time beyond the current disruption. It might be argued that the predictive schedule that was constructed before the project started execution remains well protected in case no new information becomes available during schedule execution. It is exactly this hypothesis that will be tested in this section. In this section we present a metaheuristic that optimizes the bi-objective problem of weighted deviation minimization combined with robustness maximization. O'Donovan et al. (1999) define robustness as the ability of a schedule to absorb disruptions without affecting planned external activities while maintaining high shop performance. This robustness can be measured by the ex-post stability measure. Unfortunately, evaluation of this objective is very computationally intensive if done through simulation. Therefore, we use a surrogate measure based on the expected duration increase of an activity due to resource breakdowns.
We extend the tabu search based procedure of section 6.2 by using a biobjective criterion instead of the single objective of weighted deviation. Our new objective will be a weighted combination of instability (I) and robustness (R):
However, because of differences in order of magnitude of both criteria we chose to use relative improvement measures with respect to the starting solution:
In our computational experiment we assume exponential times to failure and exponential repair times. This allows us to use theorem 1 to derive the expected duration increase E[δ i ] for each activity.
Theorem 1. In a preempt-repeat environment with fixed resource allocations, the expected duration extension due to breakdowns for an activity with duration d i and resource usage r ik of renewable resource type k for which the time to failure of each resource unit is exponentially distributed with parameter λ k and the time to repair with parameter µ k is given by:
This theorem is proven in Lambrechts et al. (2007c) and its results are used to calculate the following schedule robustness measure: In order to assess the impact of varying the weight attributed to schedule robustness in rescheduling we run a number of simulations with different levels of κ. The results are shown in Table 11 .
We see that the procedures always perform worse than a pure instabilitybased strategy such as the tabu search procedure introduced in section 6.2. This is no doubt due to the fact that we only penalize deviation from the starting schedule. The only thing that matters in our objective function is the finally obtained schedule because this fully determines the objective function value. If the baseline schedule was well protected, the realized schedule usually deviates little from this baseline schedule. However, if it was not well protected, inserting protection during the rescheduling pass only allows us to decrease the number of rescheduling actions, but not to reduce the final instability function value. For illustration purposes, we also tried to determine the impact of incorporating an estimate of the breakdown duration in the procedure. If a number of resource units are down in period t * , we assume they remain down up to period t * + µ k − 1. The results when we accept this assumption are shown in Table 12 .
The corresponding computation times are shown in Table 13 . Unsurprisingly, the instability performance is far worse. Things change considerably, however, if we do not only consider instability performance but also penalize the number of rescheduling actions. It does not seem unreasonable to assume that whenever a rescheduling action needs to be performed, this will give rise to extra costs. The result will be that the attractiveness of incorporating proactivity in a reactive strategy will depend on the ratio of rescheduling versus instability costs. The average number of rescheduling passes per project instance is shown in Table 14 . We see that rescheduling for robustness reduces the number of rescheduling actions required per instance. The same holds for incorporating extra information regarding breakdown durations. 
Conclusion
In this paper we gave an extensive overview of various reactive strategies that can be used during project execution when the project is subject to disruptions due to unforeseen resource breakdowns. We saw that the cost of those breakdowns can be rather high due to the propagation of the resulting disruptions throughout the schedule. Unfortunately, totally eliminating their occurrence is economically unviable. Project managers are therefore forced to accept them as an integral part of project management in practice. In order to reduce the costs these breakdowns generate, one can resort to techniques taking this uncertainty into account while building the project schedule and to good rescheduling techniques enabling the project manager to restore feasibility while incurring an instability penalty that is as small as possible.
In this paper, we exclusively focused on reactive strategies. On the one hand, simple rescheduling heuristics based on a modified serial schedule generation scheme combined with a priority list ordered according to non-decreasing baseline starting times were able to generate reasonably repaired schedules with minimal computational effort. The alternative is to use a dedicated optimal algorithm for solving the RCPSP-WET, effectively generating a feasible schedule that is as close as possible to the original schedule. The drawback of the latter approach is the computational effort required to calculate this schedule. This computational effort can be reduced by using a tabu search heuristic to improve the schedule obtained when using the scheduled order heuristic. A hybrid algorithm combines the extremes of optimal but slow scheduling and sub-optimal but fast scheduling by specifying a cutoff instability cost increase for deciding whether or not an optimal algorithm should be used. Finally, we introduced a metaheuristic that generates schedules that are close to the baseline schedule as well as robust. The attractiveness of those procedures strongly depend on the cost of rescheduling actions.
